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Abstract — Basically this research is a part of Malay historical research that emphasize on the significance and the beauty of Malay culture. This research is focuses on the Malay children attire in specific ceremonies. Culture is the common way of life of a community or a nationhood that manifest the ideas, custom and social behavior collectively. The cultural activist has divided the human aspect of life into various field. It involves the arts, custom, social habits, economy, language, attire and accessories, courtesy, value system, and neighborhoods. In general culture can be defined as an instruction to the members of a society in a closer way of life (Asmad, 1990). Meanwhile, Zubaidah Suol (2017) has stated that, the annotation of Malay traditional clothe is the style worn by the communal during the specific ceremonies and their daily style. Therefore, this historical research is relatively based on the Mayer Schapiro theory of style in analysing the artefacts. As mentioned by Siti Zainon Ismail (2016), there are two level of Malay cultural manifestation which are; ‘tradisi agung’ and ‘tradisi rakyat’ or the royal and the communal. This research aims to explore on the style and the material use in each of these children attires. Furthermore, it discusses the children customary clothes in three main ceremonies namely head shaving ceremony / cukur jambul, circumcised / berkhatan, and also baby ear piercing / bertindik. In a nutshell, these two different group of Malay tradition maintain the Malay traditional attire style in each of their ceremony. Yet the royals are keen to use Songket and beautiful lavish accessories meanwhile the communal are constantly keep to use the economical materials for their children ceremonial attires. Overall, this study will provide an invaluable source of information about Malay custom and culture. It will be benefited to the Malay royal families, researchers, academicians, scholars, students, cultural archivists, museum curators and public at large in studying and preserving this heritage and tradition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This research paper is discuss on the children ceremonial attire during Malay Ceremonials. Each religion have its own spiritual and mental practices based on the thought. According to Zubaidah Shawal (1994), every human being need something to cover themselves where clothes is needed of each individual, regardless of status and position. Clothing is required in every activities of life, from the informal activities to formal ceremony. Each activity tends to have different type of clothing that suit in different occasion. Malay keep preserving and updated their values and tradition. Regard from this, they have invented more beautiful piece of fabric to produce attire of their own identity. Apart from that, each creation have its own significance for specific occasions. This only can be traced out in Malay custom traditions and environments.

Wan Abdul Kadir (2002) has mentioned that the Malay can be categorized into three main components which are practicing the Malay customs, using Malay language and they profess Islam. Malay customs have been practices from century. Its tradition being heir from layers of generation until this moment in time. They still practicing them but some changes occur to align with current lifestyle.

UNESCO (2012) underlies culture as a complex whole which includes knowledge, beliefs, arts, morals, laws, customs, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by a human as a member of society. This definition reflects to a society that have existed in the Malay Archipelago norms. Norms explained as a standard or pattern, especially of social behavior that is typical or extended.

According to Syed Alwi (1962) custom is also explained: ‘peraturan atau cara-cara melakukan yang sudah menjadi kebiasaan; adat kebiasaan; resam. Adat berbagai-bagai yang menjadi kebiasaan, majlis rasm untuk menyambut sesuatu peristiwa, upacara’.

It also includes the ways of life and practices from a generation since infant days. This research is focuses on the children ages because they are the pure cultural heirs. The Malay folks have taught their kids from the early age, as in Malay poem said that melentur buluh biarla dari rebungnya. Its show that, the new generations (kids) will follow the lessons they gained regarding custom and traditions and practicing them. The United Nations Convention on the Right of the Child (1989) in it portal have define Child as ‘a human being below the age of 18 years unless under the law applicable to the child’. Referring to (Undang-undang Malaysia (reprinted) Akta 611 Akta Kanak-kanak 2001. Children is a human being between the stages of birth and puberty.
Malaysia Child Act 2001 define children is a person who age is under eighteen years old.

While the Convention on The Rights of the Child (1997) claimed that children means every human being below the age of eighteen years or less. Another clarification as stated by Prof. Datin Nor Aziah MohdAwal; secara umumnya di Malaysia kita takrifkan kanak di bawah umur 18 tahun. Namun mengikut perundangan Islam definisi kanak-kanak adalah untuk lelaki mencapai baligh sementara perempuan adalah keluar haid (boleh hamil). She mentioned; generally in Malaysia, children defined as under the age of eighteen years old. But, by referring back to the Islamic legislation the definition of children is who has reach puberty for boys, while girls is those who are out of menstruation phases, has matured. Children love to explore their surroundings. They are taught through verbally and also practically.

**Malay Children custom “Adat Istiadat”:**

Malay socio-cultural aspect are rich in their own tradition and custom. Each customs and traditions are distinct from one another, and not all tradition and custom being practices by the royal and the communal. Not all tradition and customs are meant for adult and children, neither boys nor girls. The Malay have manage the pertinent tradition and custom that have different practices to differentiate these two type of cultural manifestation by the royal and the communal. There are list of tradition and custom; Adat especially for the Malay children; Hari cukur kepala dan memberi nama anak; Head Shaving and Naming of the Baby, Adat naik buai / Berendoi; swing ceremony, Adat Memjak tanah, Berkhatam Al-Quran, Berkhatan; Circumcision and Bertindik / Piercing the Ear-Lobe by Alhady (1962), Mohamed (1995). Yet, this research is only focus on three main ceremonies there are; head shaving ceremony / cukur jambul, circumcised / berkhatan, and also baby ear piercing / bertindik.

Head shaving ceremony is one of the ceremony for a newborn baby. This practices is different depend on the parents availability and financial factor. A week after the delivery of the baby, according to Malay tradition a ceremonial kenduri of nasi kunyit (yellow cooked sticky rice) is held after the customary performance of shaving head of the baby and naming him/her, (Alhady, 1962). This ceremony can he held after the 44 day of the childbirth equally with the end of mother bertangant or confinement. In this adat:ceremony, the Malay royal family normally cover their baby with a piece of white cloth / napkin wrap around the baby or bedung and place them on layers of Songket. Head shaving is vital ‘sunat’ for the newborn. This ceremony held on the seven days of the childbirth. After the ceremony ended, it is advised or disunatkan to donate silver or gold to the poverty if they could afford it. Or else, other option is to contra the weight to the baby hairs with money or valuable items (Mohamed, 1995).

This tradition ceremony, though not nowadays much practiced by modernized Malay those in urban areas, is still widely upheld by the more conservative Malays, especially in the village or rural areas. When the boy is about eight to twelve years old, his parents fix the date for his circumcision ceremony. When the preparation is done for this ceremony, the boy’s hair being trimmed ‘berandam’, dressed in gay and gleaming garments and then seated on a specially made pelamin ‘bridal couch’ before the gathering of guests, male and female. Furthermore, if the boy to be circumcised has completed learning to recite all the thirty chapter or juzuk of the Holy Quran, the circumcision for khhatam Quran will take place after the procession. Circumcision for girls is an age-old Malay practice which is still prevalent today. Malay believe, we made to believe that it is Sunnah to circumcise girls as well (Alhady, 1962).

Last but not least, Adat Bertindik (ear piercing ceremony) is a ceremony that mainly celebrated by the Malay girls. The girls are usually aged between five to ten years old. Traditionally, the piercing in the customary ceremony, the girls’ both ears will be pierced by a sharp tool such as needle with a string. The string is stayed in the hole for a few days. After the healing, the string will be replaced with earrings. During the ceremony, the children are dressed in gorgeous clothes. They usually wear Malay traditional dresses such as Baju Kurung and sarong, Songket sarong or Tenun that appear to be an invaluable tradition.

Furthermore, there is limited numbers of information and exposure in term of children attire for certain custom and tradition in Malay norms for either noble or the culture. This type of research is exclusively found from grounded aspect of Malay culture wisdom through generation. This research is an effort to do in depth on historical background, style, design and material use for the children attires from these three different background and lifestyle of the Malay socio-culture. Thorough observation and documentation for each was based on the aims to explore on the style and the material use in each of these children attires. Final finding of this research will answer all of the enquiries found in this research and benefited to other researcher who have same interest in Malay Sociocultural study and its related areas.

### II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research have collection of pictures from various useful sources. Each of the informants been chosen due to their knowledge, experience and expert in Malay custom and traditions.

**A. Research Aim**

This historical research aims is to explore on the style and the material use in each of these children attires. This research discuss the children customary clothes in three main ceremonies that are head shaving ceremony / cukur jambul, circumcised / berkhatan, and also ear piercing / bertindik. This research is basically based on the two type of Malay cultural manifestation found by a Malay scholar. According to Siti Zainon Ismail (2016), there are two level of Malay cultural manifestation which are the ‘tradisi agung’ and ‘tradisi rakyat’, also known as the royal and the communal. This cultural manifestation clearly stated that the different heir aren’t simply inherited from their tradition. Only the true heirs must keep loyal and practice their customs and traditions fully.
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B. Theory of Style

In addition, this study applied the theory of style by Mayer Schapiro. The theory is an excerpt from style which refer to the constant elements, qualities, and expressions in the art of an individual or a group or the society. It’s applied as in the speaking of a life style or the style of civilization. In this context, style is exemplified in a motive or pattern, on in some directly grasp quality of the work of art that help them to localize and date the work and establish connection between groups of works or between cultures. Style here is a symptomatic trait, like the non-aesthetic features of an artifact by Schapiro (1998).

This study analyzed on the artifact gathered from pictorial sources from royal the album of different states in Malaysia, personal collectors and researcher field works. These collection of pictographs has been analyzed and study based on the Malay customary clothe wear by the children.

Table 1: Flowchart of Research Methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Royal Tradition</th>
<th>The Communal Tradition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head Shaving Ceremony / Cukur Jambul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The Johor Royal family during head shaving ceremony/cukur jambul ceremony; berandam surai for their grandchildren (2018).

2. The communal children during the baby head shaving ceremony (2018).
This research have make up to the main point of this research handed. This research have successfully answered the research aim objective and research questions. The first and second picture, shows picture of infant during baby head shaving ceremony/ cukur jambul for the Malay Royal custom and tradition and communal tradition. Malay Royal tradition maintain the uses of songket for most of their ceremonies for both adult and children. They use natural base material such as cotton and silk that can be reproduced to make new songket clothe. Meanwhile the communal, use batik sarong for their children in this ceremony. They wrap the infant in a piece of beautiful color batik, showing the concept of happiness and thankfulness to their God for giving such a beautiful gift; a baby in their family. They tend to use economical fabric that are available in their area.

In Malay custom and tradition, this head shaving; cukur jambul ceremony is an important ceremony that have been practiced from the ancestor ages to symbolize a clean baby from bad or dirty environment physically and spiritually. This ceremony also align with the Islam belief and taught. All of Malay ceremony customs and traditions are based on the teachings of Islam mainly the Al-Qur’an and Hadith.

The third and fourth pictures is the children ceremony of circumcised / berkhatan. This data collection are a collection of children circumcised ceremony specifically for the Royal prince under the age of eighteen years. The royal children are YM Tunku Mohd Alauddin, YM Tunku Nasruan ‘Adil, YM Tunku Nasruuddin, YM Tengku Aslahuddin (photo from; 25 Royal Album, Silver Jubilee Anniversary of the reign of His Royal Highness Tuanku Ja’afar Al-Hak on the throne of Negri Sembilan Darul Khusus) in 1992. The Malay Royal members, still maintain using the Malay traditional style of Baju Melayu for berkhatan – circumcised ceremony. The prince wear a specific clothes of Baju Melayu with stand collar call cekak musang. Baju Melayu is a pair of top and long pants in same material and colour. Baju Melayu cekak musang have 5 buttons and three equal size of patch pockets. Its long pants have pocket on its both sides. Their headdress of tengkolok in Negeri Sembilan style, called Dendam Tak Sudah. Their tengkolok songet matching with their samping and bengkung; waist band. The samping are folded in pakai di luar; outer garment style pleated at the left hand side. They also wear other accessories as a complete appearance as a royal family.

Figure I : Technical Drawing of traditional Malay clothes of Baju Melayu and Baju Kurung.
Figure 1 is an illustration of technical drawing of the Malay traditional attire of Baju Melayu for the boys and men, meanwhile Baju Kurung for the girls and women. These traditional style of clothing is worn by both the boy and girl during the most of their ceremony and customs. Baju Melayu comes in various styles. In figure 1, page 8, this is technical drawing for the traditional Malay attire for boy and girl. The style of Baju Melayu Cekak Musang, a standing collar made for the boys. Other than this style, there is much simpler style which has a single opening at the neckline with a single button and hand embroider finishing; is called Baju Melayu Tulang Belut. It has two patch pockets at the front part.

Beside that, the fourth picture is a picture of Halirul Akbar and his friend sat on a mini dias wearing a pair of Baju Melayu Cekak Musang with a songket samping of ivory colour. Other than that, he also wore a velvet songkok in black colour. While his friend, wore a pair of Baju Melayu Cekak Musang, in dusty pink colour, match with a piece of samping in blue color. He also wore a head accessories of songkok in red velvet color. This photo during his circumcision ceremony / Berkhatan in 2000 in their hometown at Kuala Kangsar, Perak.

The last group of illustration, the fifth and the sixth are the illustrations for specific gender, the girl. This is an ear piercing ceremony / bertindik of HRH Tunku Miratun Madiah and HRH Tengku Asra Jehan blessed by His Royal Highness. Both princesses wore Baju Kurung in royal blue colour. The princesses also wore accessories; a set of diamond tiara and necklace with a pair of shoe. They sat politely on the royal dais to have a blessing from their family members.

The sixth picture, is the scenario of the communal people during the same ceremony. This photo taken by the researchers during their field work in Sultan Alam Shah Museum, Shah Alam, Selangor in 2017. The baby girl wore a set of beautiful Baju Kurung during the ceremony. In communal tradition, the girl is only wearing Baju Kurung made from practical and affordable fabric. The baby’s mother hold the baby girl in her arms in supporting her.

In a conclusion, this research argumentation regarding the children customary clothes have lots to be done. It’s still need to be scrutinized more seriously, especially in term of children customary clothes for each Malay ceremony or adat, that are focuses on the boys and girls. It is a vital, to maintain Malay cultural heritage; Traditional Malay attire should avoid from extinct in this big world. For instance, the uses of songket is not fully effectively practice in today’s especially in Malaysia. This material are not practical in today's lifestyle and climate, not fully effectively practice in today's especially in Malaysia.
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